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Generator room of one of the
hydro-electrtc plants which sup-
ply power to the C. M. &St. P.
Some Advantages of
.Railroad EI~ctrification
Saving- the Nation's coal.
Lower maintenance costs.
Greater reliability and fewer
delays.
Ability to haul smoothlv heavier
trams at Irighet- speed.
Operation of clo-tr+i 111"1)""0-
tives unaffected Ly extreme
cold.
Ability to brake tr-nlns on de-
scending grades by returning
power to the trolley. ,
The Power
of Electricity in Transportation
ELECTR IC ITY hasleveled out the Conti-
nental Divide.
On the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railway - the
world's greatest electrifica-
tion-giant electric locomo-
tives have thoroughly out-
classed their steam rival.
Utilizing the abundant
energy of distant waterfalls,
they lift an ever increasing
freight tonnag-e over the
mile-high Rockies and also
make traveling clean and
comfortable. And theircapa-
bilities are not impaired by
weather so cold that the
erieral
GeneralOffice ComSchenectaqy.NY .
Ieotric
aDIv Sales Offices in 95_128 B:..t all laIge .cities
steam engine becomes
frozen aad helpless.
Electric power drives the
trains of New York City's sub-
way and elevated systems. It
operates the locks and tows the.
ships through the Panama Canal.
It propels the Navy's latest
super- dreadna ught, the New
Mexico. Electric mine locomo-
tives have replaced the elow-
moving mule and the electric
automobile has also come to do
an important service.
Electricity has contributed effi-
ciency and comfort to every form
of transportation, and in this
evolution General Electric ap-
paratus has played a large part
-from mighty electric locomo-
tives to tiny lamps for the
automobile.
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Adequate Salaries for Teachers in
Higher Institutions of Learning.
No single movement in the educational world is at present attracting
wider attention than the efforts that are being made by hundreds of col-
leges and other institutions of higher learning to conduct campaigns for
the purpose of amassing larger funds with which to carryon the work
which legitimately falls within their sphere.
The changed and changing economic conditions, incident to the 'World
War, have greatly increased the operating expenses of these institutions
and, at the same time, have drawn away from the teaching field many
efficient men and women by offering them more lucrative inducements
in other directions.
Campaigns of this character have been inaugurated by the largest and
richest, as well as smallest and poorest, institutions in the land. It has
become evident that with the greatly increased cost of living, it is mani-
festly impossible for the colleges, with their present endowment funds
and revenues, to maintain that high standard of efficiency which they are
all striving to attain.
The most glaring need of the colleges is felt in the inadequacy of the
salaries of their teaching force. After a careful assembling of the facts,
it is pointed out in this connection, that many of the chairs in our most
highly endowed institutions yield to their occupants salaries considerably
lower than the compensation paid to unskilled laborers whose wages have
been reasonably increased to keep pace with the high cost of living. On
the other hand, the salaries of teachers who are compelled to meet the
cost of living, increased by one hundred to three hundred per cent, have
.remained nominally stationary. In reality, when we take into account
the fact that the purchasing power of money has been reduced by at least
one-half, we find that the salaries of the teaching staffs have been cut in
half. A compensation of $1,500 four years ago equals only $750 in pur-
chasing power today.
The college and university authorities are beginning to realize that the
present compensation is not sufficient to allow this faithful and deserving
7
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class of workers to live in accordance with the standard exacted of them.
A canvass of the colleges of the country, by the Harvard Endowment
Fund, shows that there are at least 100 American institutions of higher
education which are now either' planning or conducting campaigns' for
added funds with which to carryon their work. At a conservative esti-
mate without counting the state universities which are seeking more
money from their legislatures, these appeals collectively will reach a body
of 250,000 college graduates,
It is significant that this attempt to remedy the condition of the poorly
paid members "of the, teaching profession is not confined to the activity
of the school authorities, but that philanthropists and the public press
throughout the land are also extending their sympathy and support in
the case of this specific need of our higher institutions of learning.
The gift of $50,000,000 by Mr. John D. Rockefeller announced on
Christmas day will to some extent aid in relieving the situation, The
words of Mr. Rockefeller in transmitting his gift to the General Educa-
tion Board sum up the situation as follows:
"The attention of the American public has recently been drawn to the
urgent and immediate necessity of providing more adequate salaries for
members of the' teaching profession, It is of the highest importance that
those entrusted with the education of youth and the increase of knowledge
should not be led to abandon their calling by reason of financial pressure
or to cling to it amid discouragements due to financial limitations. It is
of equal importance to our future welfare and progress that able and
aspiring' young men and women should not for similar reasons be deterred
from devoting their lives to teaching.
, "WhIle this gift is 'made for the general corporate purposes of the
board r should cordially indorse a decision to use the principal as well
as the income as promptly and largely as may seem wise for the purpose
of cooperating with the higher institutions of learning in raising sums
specifically devoted to the increase of teachers' salaries."
G. M.L.
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Interchurch World Movement's
Program: ~br'~'ol()r~d1~Schools
S'~' S i ~ l\:;{ ..t ,)~Io."'•. ,'l!
To few men is it given in any generation to accomplish what Dr. George
E. Haynes achieved at the: meeting .of the I.p~<;!rc.hur~hW.o:dd ;l\~[oye!1.!~nt
executive held at Atlantic City, January 5-7; 1920. Affef:mimerouscon::
ferences in many cities, after hard and long struggles ~to.meet.all.conf~1i;J.;
ing and conflicting forces, there was finallyevolved .a. program "for the
complete .unification of the education of the colored race-ethree.universi-.
ties, eleven American .standard colleges, twenty-one standard .juniorrcol-
leges, and three hundred standard secondary schools. , .;.~o.. .• _ "
The universities, because of .their outstanding .prominence, were mimed,
and in the following. order: Howard University at.Wll~hington>\D. ,C;,
Fisk University at Nashville, Tennesseec.and a requestrwas made to the
denominational boards that they. meet and.determine a.plan. which would
involve the creation of a graduate school, together, with piafessional
schools, at Atlanta, Georgia. Thiswould. be the third ..great.uniyersity,
The eleven colleges would be located by the.great denominational, ..boards
where they.iirrtheir wisdom and in closest ccoperation.wculd determine.
This would be true also of the junior colleges..and: the secondary .schools,
the aim being to bring the opportunity nearest to the door of .every.cel-
dredLstu<!lenbt4ro).1g~9utthe land., W1wr ,this ~is;3J<;Fo,mpJ.is.h~dJ,he, race
will have the most perfect andcomplete :sys.t<;!11}pf ,,~<:l1991s.Jqllt,w~~ ~y.~r
devised for any, race in the world's.history., ,.,'j .. '.i .1/1. .' .. ; !.,,~. :::..,'"
The total amount of money to cover .this whole project amounted to
$27,,890,009. With the cheers still rip§ing: 'Y4.i!=;l,Iii!Onl'1'Yeq~!W.:rR!-i.es,~n~~,
tion of the plan and the great plea of. Dr. ~-I~y'p:e~d?-s"M:,~ll:,as.~lJ.~tPJ~~~
0.£ .Dr. George L. Cady and of DrvPenn, th~ ~4,J;c~.tiv~.i,,(f:o'{n~g,u,9ap;!
imously voted to appropriate this sum of) ~o..l1~y;a_tJ;g2t9;H.o!hisjgg:qtc,;fl,e9.
wonderful work. '. ...., ,~ :if.1.;.:,j Jl 'i~.!J rh.e! ',ii .ii;~i·;
History was riding down that hour at a gallop, It is one. of themost
significant movements in this, year of ma!ve~9NJ'and, ferln(aYh-ing~des9!1.~
I ~ YOU-should not fal/tO'lt'eHr~p)o"t~ :IiL of THE RECORD, ev"Ji?~ontIJ.." '~
, , . ~.L "j! ~ iY3 ~ t3-./l Ji)H .1'<ilJvtlJ {i$VI !.
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Negro Citizenship
By Archibald H. Grimke.
(An address delivered at the Reconstruction and Readjustment Conference,
held at Howard University, Nov. 13, 1919.)
WHAT does the new reconstruction hold for the Negro? I do not- know what it is intended to hold for him, but I do know what it
must hold for him. It must hold for him an equal chance, an equal
citizenship in all respects and in all parts of this boasted land of the free,
North, South, East, and West, with the whites-native and foreign born.
This is the 'categoric imperative of the new reconstruction, if surely there
was ariy sincerity inthe declaration that America entered the World War
to make the world safe for Democracy. If charity begins at home then
America must be made safe for the Negro. And it' can only be made
safe for him by giving him a man's chance in the battle for bread, by
squaring his actual American citizenship with the citizenship which be-
longs to him under the Supreme Law of the land. Nor more, nor less
will' satisfy this categoric imperative of the new reconstruction. Nor
more, 'nor less will satisfy the New Negro who has emerged out of this
World War.
For he knows that he can never enjoy an equal chance, an equal
citizenship with others without the freest access to the ballot-without
being allowed untrarnmelled exercise of it in every State in the Union.
And he' knows be~ides that without it he cannot get the best and the most
out of himself. He knows' yet again that he must get the best and the
most out' of himself not only for the sake of his own group but for that of
his Country also.' And is he not right, this New Negro? One has only
to glance at the philosophic basis of popular suffrage to see how altogether
right he is. And here it is as I understand it: Struggle is the Law of Life.
Wherever man has existed on the earth there strife, rivalry has existed
also. In primitive times this struggle, this rivalry assumed the form of
war of the individual against the individual, of tribe against tribe, and
then of nation against nation. At the present time although the old form
of this ancient and universal strife has been modified to some extent by
aocial progress and civilization it remains in spirit essentially the same.
Today the form which it is assuming the world over is industrial and
commercial. But all the same the spirit is the inextinguishable spirit of
. the primitive struggle among primitive men. This struggle goes on
l-",;'ihrotignout'the woria'taCItty wIth'no abatement of its energy and fury
.:i a"..b.etweenman and man, class and class, race and race, nation and nation.
)1 For it is a life and death struggle among individuals arid groups' of indi-
., viduals for bread, 'for employment, for markets, for survivorship itself,
It is;'with' frequent outbursts of-violence and lawlessness, the fiercest ~ort
of war, though not waged literally with bow and arrow and battIeaxe,
10
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with hand grenade and machine gun and cannon; but mainly by the op-
posing power and brains of organized labor against the opposing power
and brains of organized capital, with all the stupendous industrial inven-
tions of the age, with the tremendous instruments of trade, with the
titanic machinery and tools of modern production and distribution.
When this struggle takes place within a nation it assumes in our mod-
ern civilization an industrial form. Now in such a struggle some indi-
viduals, some classes will prevail over other individuals, over other classes,
because all men have not equal natural abilities, equal economic efficiency.
Some are stronger, some are weaker by nature or education -than others.
Hence there exists a necessity for an umpire, for an umpire big and
strong and wise enough to see that the industrial competitors fight fair--a
necessity for the existence of some central authority to guard against
foul play, to hold the scales of Justice even among them. Otherwise the
weaker individuals will be disabled from performing their function in
the social system of which they form a part, whereas for the good of the
whole no individual ought to be so disabled. Otherwise the weaker
industrial classes will be crippled as economic factors in the state when
for the sake of the general welfare they ought not to be crippled. This
industrial rivalry and struggle of men with men, of industrial group with
industrial group, when properly controlled, ought to make for the common
good, ouglit to add to the industrial strength of the whole people by in-
creasing the economic value, the productive efficiency of all or its working
parts. Its effect ought not surely to be a diminution of the- human and
economic value of any of the industrial forces of the Country in any im-
portant respect. For the State, the whole people will be injured, will
suffer loss to the exact extent to which any part of it is injured, will
suffer damage in such a contest to the exact extent to which any part of it
suffers damage. Hence, I repeat, a necessity exists within every body
politic for an umpire, for some central power to overlook the fight, to
impose upon the competitors just and equal laws and to enforce strictly,
impartially among them the rules of the industrial game.
In absolute countries this central power or umpirage resides actually or
potentially in one person, and is yielded practically by a bureaucracy
created by that -supreme power. Autocratic power watches imperfectly
to be sure through its several administrative bureaus this industrial strug-
gle of men with men and of class with class. And as it watches it stands,
or It ought to stand, ready to fly to the rescue of the under dog, the under
class, to intervene when needful in order to preserve a sort of class equi-
librium, of social and economic forces in the empire.
But in an industrial republic like ours it is different, for this -central
authority, this umpirage resides in the people as a whole. The people
as a whole preside representatively over these struggles of parts of the
people with other parts of the people for employment, for bread, for
markets for their labor and products. The decisions of this central
11
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power are called Constitutions and Laws, and the instrument {or making,
for interpreting and executing those decisions is denominated governtl}ent.
The constant and controlling purpose of those laws and of their admin-
istration, of this government is, or it ought to be, to maintain wh<J.t the
natural tendency of things is to destroy, namely, economic equilibrium,
industrial fair play, equality of opportunity among the cont~stants. And
this is effected for each individual, for each group of individuals by giv-
ing to them an equal voice in making the laws, in administering the gov-
ernment. The individual or the group that has no voice in making the
laws, in administering the government will be overcome in such a strug-
gle, will in fact be eventually destroyed by the individuals or the groups
who help to make the laws, to administer the government. For laws
made by a dominant group, by a dominant race within a State will in-
variably be made in the exclusive interest of that group and of that r<l:ce,
and not in the interest of the group, of the race deprived of a voice in
making these laws. The government in exclusive possession of such a
dominant group or race will likewise be administered in the selfish inter-
est of that group or race, never in the interest of the group or race that
has nothing to do with its administration. The right to vote gives a voice
in making the laws, in administering the government in an industrial
Republic like the American. And therefore, the right to vote ought to
belong fundamentally and inalienably to each citizen, ought to be exer-
cised by each industrial group actually or potentially, if the several States
and the Nation itself are ever to get the best' and the most out of all the
heterogeneous and conflicting human units of which they are composed.
This freedom and omnipotence of popular opinion, this powerful po-
litical mechanism for restoring economic equilibrium and fair play, for
maintaining equality of industrial opportunity, for raising the standard of
industrial intelligence and efficiency among contending industrial units
and groups, becomes in an industrial republic like ours practically auto-
matic in action by the simple and effective device of a free and equal
ballot. For the right to vote is not only the right preservative of all other
rights in free States but likewise of all lasting racial and national progress
at the same time. This then is the real, the philosophic basis of popular
suffrage, I take it, whether in a constitutional monarchy or a democratic
republic. If it fails to function for any reason,' to fulfill its purpose then
people will begin to cast about for a remedy as they are doing today in
this country and all over the world. To build an industrial democracy
on any other foundation is to build it on sand, is to invite disaster and
ultimate failure. For fail it will in the course of time, and fall it must
in the end when the rains of evil times and the winds of national mis-
fortune shall descend and beat upon it, and great will be the fall of it.
But it is objected in certain quarters today, in the North as well as in
the South, that ignorance ought to be eliminated from the American elec-
torate/ and in certain other quarters that povertyought also to be elirn-
12
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inated, and that for the sake of the general good an educational and a
property qualification' should be prescribed as a condition to the exercise
of, the franchise. Such people believe, or they affect to believe, that the
well-being of the South and of the Nation depends on a narrowing rather
than on a broadening of the basis of the suffrage. For the sake of the
argument therefore, let us concede the contention of these American
reactionaries and examine the subject of the suffrage as it touches the
Negro in his relations to an educational and a property basis.
The Negro has never asked the State for special privileges, for special
rights, but only and always for equality of rights and opportunities with
all other races regardless of his color and previous condition of servitude.
So far as the colored people are concerned then, they 10 not object either
to 'an educational or to a property qualification for the exercise of the
right to vote, or to both for that matter.' It is all the same to them pro-
vided such laws are honestly and impartially administered. Such a limita-
tion of the suffrage, if accepted and administered in good faith by the
whites of the South, would likewise be acquiesced in good faith by
the blacks. For the basis is broad enough for all of the blacks to stand
on with all of the whites of the South and to build their citizenship on,
since it admits some of the blacks presently and all of the blacks poten-
tially to a place in. the Southern electorate. For as some of the race
become able to meet the educational and property tests they would, or
they ought to be, invested with the right to vote, and being so invested
they would undoubtedly exercise that right to guard and advance the
general interest of the whole race in State and ation. Such possession
of the right to vote and such exercise of it by some Negroes would
operate to keep the door open for its future possession, for its future
exercise by those who are not yet qualified but who are fitting themselves
for that purpose.
If then some Negroes be allowed to vote because they are able to read
and write other Negroes will be allowed to do the same whenever they
learn to read and write also. Again, i( some Negroes be invested with
the right to vote because' they possess property to a certain statutory
value," bt'her Negroes will have the same right whenever they in turn
,I ~cqtlire' property to an equal statutory amount. The voting of some
". I' ... '"
Negroes .under such circumstances lets in all Negroes under similar
circumstances., .Negroes as a race, as an industrial class of the South
and of .the Nation, are not injured either absolutely or ultimately by sucha suffrage law, not even if the vast majority of them are not able to meet
its requirements and so are deprived for the time being of the right to
vote. For those who are thus disfranchised are not denied the ballot
because of their race and color, but on other grounds. They are dis-
franchised because of their ignorance, because of their poverty, or both,
which disqualification it is within their power to remove. Not so how-
. ever with any disqualification founded on color or race, For such dis-
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qualification it is not within their power to remove, it is not within the
power of mortal man to remove. To disfranchise them then, on the
ground of ignorance and poverty leaves open to them the door of hope,
of opportunity, of progress. To disfranchise them on the other hand,
on the ground of race and color is to close and lock upon them that door
forever, is to deprive them of the most powerful of incentives for im-
provement, for the acquisition of intelligence, property and character
itself.
But an educational and a property qualification in order to be effective
in building up an intelligent, a thrifty electorate must be honestly and
impartially administered. Those who administer such a law ought to be
like Justice, color blind, race blind, class blind. They ought to hold the
scales level over the whole people, over blacks and whites alike. They
must therefore be made responsive to the whole people, to blacks and
whites alike, and this responsiveness to the whole people, to the blacks
and whites alike, of those who administer the law must be firmly and
universally established, otherwise no good can possibly come of it, no
good immediate or remote, but quite the contrary. If the blacks are
denied the right to vote on account of something which they have not but
which they may acquire by labor and thrift, like intelligence in place of
ignorance and property in place of poverty no ultimate harm is done them
as individuals or as a race, provided always other individuals, other races
are denied the right to vote for the same reason, nor. more nor less. But
the case is not the same, is radically different, in fact, whenever they are
disfranchised on account of something which it is not in their power,
present or future, to change or control and which does not apply, like
color and race for example, to other individuals and classes, then dis-
franchisement operates badly and is destructive of democracy and prog-
ress, as it tends to discourage ultimately all effort among them to improve
their social and industrial condition, to advance along lines of education
and thrift and self-respect.
On the other hand if the whites be invested with the right to vote under
these circumstances, if they may exercise this right in spite of their igno-
rance and poverty, merely because of the possession of something which
was not acquired by effort and which cannot. be lost by neglect, like for
instance their color and race, then their enfranchisement will operate
badly since it takes from them as individuals and as a race all incentive
to do or to get or to hold, all ambition to improve their social and indus-
trial condition, to advance along lines of education, thrift and self-respect.
For it makes them foolishly contented with the mere possession of a
'white skin, foolishly proud of the purity of their so-called Anglo-Saxon
blood, foolishly neglectful of the acquisition of property and education.
Under such .circumstances poor "white trash" large numbers of them
must become and poor "white trash" they must forever. remain, because
forsooth in the South the .lowest, the most vicious and worthless white
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people are rated in the social and political scales far above the highest,
th-e wealthiest, the most intelligent and useful among the blacks .. Under
these circumstances and conditions, therefore, disfranchisement of the
blacks and enfranchisement of the whites are injurious to both races, are
degrading to the masses of both races, and are therefore destructive of
democracy and progress. One of the evil consequences which must flow
from such action, which has already flowed from it, in fact, is theprac-
tical limitation of the electorate to a numerically insignificant white mi-
nortiy, and the erection of a narrow and nonprogressive white oligarchy
in every Southern State. This white oligarchy based primarily and pres-
ently on the ignorance and poverty of a disfranchised race will rest ulti-
mately on the ignorance and poverty, on the social and industrial degrada-
tion of the vast majority of both races in those States. Did I' say that
this white oligarchy will ultimately rest on all of this resulting southern
ignorance, poverty and degradation? Well, I need not' have been quite
so cautious in my statement in respect to the evil. For the thing I fear
has already come to pass in the South. A white oligarchy, resting on the
ignorance, the poverty and degradation of the masses of both races, rules
every Southern State today. The Southern electorate in everyone of
those States is practically restricted in point of the number of actual
voters to a relatively insignificant minority of white men. Oligarchies
narrow and nonprogressive based on the widespread. ignorance, poverty
and degradation of both races today dominate completely every Southern
State which has revised its constitution and adopted the white primary
system.
This then is what the revised constitutions of the South, with their
dishonest registration, grandfather, educational and property clauses, and
white primaries are doing for that section. They are preparing for those
States not better, brighter times but worse and darker days. In not a
single instance do they in operation put a premium on property, intelli-
gence and character in respect to either race but quite the reverse .. For
they make practically a dark skin the badge of unchangeable social and
political inferiority and they were intended by their makers to do so, as
they make a white skin the sign of unchangeable social and political su-
periority and they were intended by their makers to. do so.. Owing to
this narrow racial spirit in which they were conceived and constructed
and in which they are also administered, they constitute so many obstruc-
tions to progress and civilization in that section, so many menaces to the
free growth and the full development of both races, black and white alike.
judged by their present effect on the blacks they are bad, and by their
present effect on the whites they are not less bad. While the .evil conse-
quences, which are still further stored within them, will inthe bitter.years
to come flow. from them to the mortal hurt of both races, regardless of
skins that are dark or of skins that are white. They are therefore un-
qualifiedly bad for both races, for the South and for the Nation at one
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and the 'same time. For whatever is bad for a part of the people is bad
forthe whole people. ' The highest good of both races, of the South arid
of the 'Nation demands therefore in the new scheme of reconstruction
the abrogation of-alltheseunequal- electoral laws and devices, or else'
their equal and impartialadministration so that no man shall be hurt by
them rherelybecause-he' happens-to-be black, and no man shall be helped
, 'by -thern merely because he happens to be white. Quod erat demon-
strandum.
The:~WhxpltR~Q~,<,:t~:Gl~.,Vults 'in
Educational Institutions
By M. T: Dean, Major, Infantry, U. S, A,
It ' I· \
, -,1;- Much-fras-beeri-said 'in;the 'public' journals relative to military train-
iilg--aS":t"natiomrl defense-measure;' looking to several "phases of the' co-
-ordination'tofc man=power" and 'the 'products of his efforts, Taking into
-consideratiorr tqe- vocational features' ·to"be introduced, in 'connection with
'-Universar-Milit~ty ,/f'l'llining;'ineluaing' as it, will- all the trades and 'pro-
fessions calling for skilled mechanics and technical knowledge, we' come
"'to' aPlj'i'eciaie'ttre fad that-no tyoung"American should be opposed thereto,
as ire-many-miilions 'of" cases in 'the' tfm~ to come if win mean' an' other-
-wise -denied'chance 'for"e{ren the 'rudiments 'of an education', The nation
"takes-dporritselfto educate along individual lines, and in accordance with
'theadaptabrlity 'oi 'the young' men concerned, the youth of the' country
:'without-expense ,t6"th~h1selves 'and 'at' a period of their lives when the
least.harm to th-eir"future go'od will 'be done, '
.' '2: 1h Iine '·wlith this' scherne of Universal Military Training for the
youth.of-the-country is 'theReserve Officers' Training 'Corps Units estab-
'1ished' 'at out severalrunlversities' and colleges. Over 200 of the' leading
universities-and-colleges have established R' O. T. C. Units in accord-
anca'withcregulatioris 'issued by War Department.
r , 3. At present. we have'foursourees of supply of commissioned officers,
,',viz; :'W~sepoirit;: Enlisted rM~h,Regular Army;' honor graduates of Dis-
·'titfgt!isHed~Schools;: afl'lif civ'ilhiris;'dTb these-sources will! be' added the
Reserve Officers"Trainif1g Corps-Units for tithes of danger or emergency.
'''4.-The v~rY'"i~sent-Worla War has shown that our 'armies' of=the
"futurewiil' befilledtwithl Negrd youth who will play anextremely impor-
'tant: part-fherein.vvOod graur that it may never come, but come it will,
.: and-wherrif does fall' upon 'our land the Negro' youth! must be ready to
take upon himself the full and responsible duties not alone of the enlisted
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man in the several branches but must be ready to assume immediately the
full duties and responsibilities of the commissioned officer. .
5. May I at this time point out some of the essential benefits derived
from the R. O. T. C. Training, viz.:
1. Discipline as a leader; of great value in any life work. : It is the
very first round in the ladder of accomplishment. It is the foundation
without which, individuals, families, communities, corporation, schools,
and nations, fail utterly. And growing out of discipline is,
2. Training in team work and method of securing organized action by
a group. We have here the embryo stage of recognizing and following a
leader, and several working together harmoniously and to the same end.
3. Systematized physical training that will make him fit to pursue his
civil career as well as to perform his military duties. It is statistically
stated that systematized physical training with a view to keeping the entire
body, muscles and organs, uniformly lubricated increases the age limit
by at least ten years. It unquestionably graduates the young man at the
end of four years possessing a stronger and healthier body, than an ab-
sence thereof.
4. It prepares him for national service, thereby fulfilling his' patriotic
duty. If there were no .other benefits to accrue this alone would in time
of peace as well as in time of national danger, be an. impetus to all citi-.
zens, as a part of our duty, our debt to the nation, and for thepreserva-
tion of its institutions and the advancement of its civilization.
5. This training develops the essential attributes so requisite in men,
viz., leadership, self-reliance, confidence, courtesy, initiative and a .keen
sense of duty.
6. It offers a scholarship of about $142.00 a year during the last two
years of the course.
7. It offers an opportunity to attend without expense summer camps;
both beneficial and helpful in character. In this connection it brings
young college men hailing from all walks of life on a common footing,
there to exchange views on the question of the day-an annual forum of
college men. It tends to make more universal that democratic spirit so
much desired in a republican form of government.
S. It gives training for chosen duty when called to the service-and
special training of technical character of value in his professional' career.
9. It offers an opportunity to qualify for a lieutenant's commission in
the. officers' reserve corps without interfering with the training for
civilian life, and the assurance of service as an officer in a period of
emergency. We are not 100 per cent nationals if we fail to enhance our
value materially, physically, mentally and morally for our government as
well as for our individual self.
6. The student is not alone in securing· benefits. Let us .see what the
institution secures:
1. A close connection with the national government which will:
)
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a. Bring it in touch with national problems.
b. Give it an opportunity for national service.
c. Develop closer relations with other schools as part of a national en-
terprise.
2. An increase in its educational efficiency because of :
a. The conscious effort at character building which the military train-
ing makes.
b. The live subject-matter and concrete problems which will enrich its
regular curriculum.
3. A sympathetic contact with the War Department that should be of
mutual benefit.
4. Additional scholarship benefits for students.
5. Additional scientific as well as military equipment.
6. Additional instructors without additional expense to the institution.
7. Contact with the progressive, practical development of the technical
and industrial activities of the Army.
8. Improved college spirit and loyalty. Each agency that brings to-
gether college men for a concrete purpo e and common interest assists
materially in linking them to the college .
. As the student and the institution receive benefits so the Government
shares largely in benefits, viz. :
1. .A:. large group of well-trained reserve officers qualified as teachers
and leaders for emergency service.
2. A practical application of science to warfare and a stimulation of
scientific interest in things military.
3. Officers detailed as professors of military science and tactics must
study to be able to instruct and will become familiar with new scientific
developments and educational progress. Army instruction methods will
be enriched by contact with the best educational agencies.
4. Affords training facilities capable of large development in case of
national emergency.
5. A helpful effect upon the Department, by a more thorough knowl-
edge among civilians of the functions and duties of the War Department,
and a more general appreciation of the many excellent points in military
training that will react favorably upon the Department.
6. Intimate knowledge of the educational resources of the country.
7. Opportunities to develop training methods.
8. May we now say a few words as to some of the values of military
training?
Whether in peace or war, whether general or private soldier, whether
teacher or student, that attribute, willingness to assume responsibility,
looms up before us. It takes a good soldier, as well as a good civilian,
to hold and to maintain his responsibilities upon occasion. We must at all
times and under all circumstances play the game no matter how hard the
conditions, and however contrary to our own inclinations or private
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OpInIOn. The soldier learns the necessity for this, not in a spirit of
mechanical obedience but because he recognizes that organized effort is
the result of unified control. He recognizes that the one placed over him
for the time being is the legally constituted authority and that, too, this
authority is liable to err, just as he is, but that to get results he mustobey
the orders given.
The strongest incentive or single motive probably which encourages the
soldier to endure hardships and make sacrifices, is that thing we call
esprit-personal pride, pride in his organization. This same incentive
moves us in our school activities and all that pertains to our University.
And finally, in the last analysis, there is no institution within the nation
which tends to cement man more closely to his country than a military
organization.
It is to be hoped that the R. O. T. C. may serve our young men as a
constant reminder of the fact that they have a country and that to their
country, its history, its institutions, its laws, its ideals, they owe every
opportunity which they enjoy.
9. To the student of Howard University, the greatest Negro Educa-
tional Institution in the Universe, there is a signal and a special function.
Representing the highest distinctive university and college education, it
represents the best and most progressive thought, the highest culture and
education of twelve million people.
It follows then that this group of twelve million have cast their thoughts
in our direction. They will gauge their actions, their futures by what is
said and done at Howard. They see that we have a Unit of the R. O.
T. C.
How are we receiving, supporting and advancing its tenets? As we
hold in our grasp, at our disposal the key to the entrance of the future
young Negro into the commissioned forces; as we now have the oppor-
tunity to impart military training, and they to receive, it is up to you to
"play the game;" it is for you to be willing to "assume the responsibility,"
it is for you to have "pride" in your personal fitness, it is for you to
increase the "morale" of the Unit, of the Institution, of the Racial Group,
of the Nation.
Morale-that which makes us proud to belong not alone to the R. O.
T. C. Unit but to Howard, that exponent of the highest type of Negro
and which is evolving from the old, the new "group spirit" and "leaders."
10. In conclusion permit me to make this observation:
By developing the body through the systematic physical training exer-
cises, by creating a willingness and an alertness to obey strictly the in-
structions given in detail as to the manner of executing a particular move-
ment, by establishing concerted action in squad, platoon and company
movements, instil in the student concentration of thought and coordina-
tion of action-physically as well as mentally. It gives to the student
that- personal power of control and discipline so essential in any vocation.
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The wide variety of work recognized and accepted by the War Depart-
ment as of intrinsic value for military purposes should leave on the mind
of the student an indelible impression of the extent to which the modern
Army is the Nation in arms. Commerce, industry, agriculture and all the
professions have each their contribution to make to the military organ-
ization.
It follows then that no matter into what vocation we may enter we must
ever keep before us the fact that whatever success we attain, in whatever
vocation we endeavor to advance, our fitness for national service must be
paramount. Only thus shall we help to advance civilization.
~~~
Music Appreciation
By Roy W. Tibbs, Professor of Piano and Organ
in Howard University.
THE great need of education in the art of listening to music can. hardly be questioned by anyone who studies the matter closely.
Not only does ignorance in music exist among the masses but among a
large number of persons who are otherwise educated. A large number of
this class must be included among those who are outside the kingdom of
music. Indeed, a high degree of intelligence in other departments of art
is no guarantee of musical understanding. Music suffers from the com-
mon use of it by intelligent people for amusement rather than as some-
thing demanding serious mental application as its right.
Not anyone of us can feel at ease among cultured society who has
not some small knowledge of the great poets, painters or sculptors of the
world. An absolute lack of knowledge of the great music masters and
musical literature is often the ground for complacency.
The impression received by a vast number of people who attend regu-
larly artist recitals, concerts, opera and the like is hardly more than that
of a succession of perfumes; something very vague and very far off.
When the concert halls and theatres are left, such persons give no scien-
tific study to the principles of musical art. To one who is a real lover
of music the first business is to sharpen his faculties of perception. His
eye and ear must be trained quickly to discriminate. The untrained
musical mind is most sensitive to the physical sensation and associative
suggestion; it fails to observe form, design or beauty of workmanship.
- 1'0 appreciate musical art the ear and the eye reinforced by the power
of coordination must undergo strict discipline in order that simple sensa-
tions may group themselves into images which are the media or garments
of thought.
Appreciation of music is not passive like simple sensation; it is the
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result of effort and judicious training. The really serious amateur, who
in the listening to music, feels a vague stirring of something desires more
of the critic's discriminating power. He has heard that music is not only
an art of expression but an art of form.
The amateur is beginning to see and understand his needs. There is
not desire within himself ever to become a great pianist or singer, and
if there were such a desire there would not be the time for the necessary
preparatory work. Neither would there be time for courses in harmony,
counterpoint, composition, etc. But he wishes to train his ear and
powers of judgment so as to know what to listen for, to understand in
what the factors of good music consist, to hear what musicians hear
when attending musical performances and to know what is meant when
musical persons are talking about bringing Brahms, Beethoven, Chopin,
Schumann into the category of his acquaintances, viz., Shakespeare,
Browning, Tennyson, Longfellow and other writers. In other words, he
should take music along with his knowledge of literature, sculpture, paint-
ing and things of beauty as a greater means of enriching his inner life ..
To the ambitious music lover it is, then, necessary to learn something of
the secrets of musical construction, so that his hearing may take on that
quality of definiteness which is the basis of true musical appreciation.
The primary lessons in this noble art of musical appreciation must, there-
fore, deal with matters of form and construction. Persons seriously in-
terested will soon learn to adjust their minds so that the beauties of detail
will reach them as well as the glory of the whole. . .
Ethics and Advertising
By R. E. Carey.
There is a tradition that doctors and lawyers do not advertise, that they
are prevented by the ethics of their respective professions from announc-
ing their merits; but that really is a bit of polite fiction. .Doctors and
lawyers do seek publicity. When a lawyer makes the announcement that
he is an "attorney and councellor at law" he gives notice .to the public
of his profession and ability to serve; and when a doctor puts up a 'sign
.upon which it is specified that he devotes himself to surgery, to treatment
of the nose, eyes, ears, or throat, or to any other particular branch of
medical or surgical practice he announces his skill no less frankly, 1£ less
effectively, than if he were paying fo~ space in a newspaper or a magazine.
Lawyers like to be identified with cases to which special attention is
devoted in the press. It does not always happen that such cases. are
extraordinarily profitable by reason of the fees that may be collected, but
the distinction that is derived from them is highly desirable .. Doctors;
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too, are eager to be "called" in cases that attract world-wide attention,
even if there is not immediate prospect of large financial returns. The
doctor who can attach his name to the bulletins that are issued when a
prominent man like President Wilson is dangerously ill may well afford
to care little whether he gets a large fee for his time and services or not.
The public attention that he attracts is sure to be worth much more to
him than any direct cash payment that he may expect.
Such signal achievement is as true of almost all other advertising, it is
profitable not only to the advertiser or the one who is advertised, but it is
likely to be of value to the public. Suppose that the surgical skill of the
Mayo Brothers of Minnesota had never been brought to the knowledge
of the world, or that by reason of the ethics of their profession none of
their extraordinary achievements in the science of surgery had been made
known to the public, would not such a concealment of their abilities been
a national misfortune?
The doctor, lawyer, dentist or any other professional man who says
that he does not believe in advertising is, consciously or unconsciously,
unburdening himself of a bit of sophistry in which there is neither profit
nor honor. Every man who is successful or fully intends to be successful
wants to be advertised. If Theodore Roosevelt or Woodrow Wilson had
not been widely known,' neither would have been elected president of the
United States, and if Mr. Hoover's peculiar abilities had not been recog-
nized, we may be sure that he would not have been appointed to manage
the food problem in this country during the World War.
It is not to be denied that there are limits beyond which a man may
not go without offending good taste in advertising himself or his product,
but that does not affect the principle to which attention is being directed.
H a man has qualifications that fit him in a peculiar way for public service,
such qualifications ought to be known, so that his usefulness may be devel-
oped, and so it is with any meritorious product or commodity. To de-
prive the public of the benefits of such things, by letting them remain
unknown, is morally and economically unjust.
Anything that is of value should be advertised. The only thing that
should not be advertised is something that is valueless or discreditable.
The fact that advertising is used for the purpose of teaching people
how to improve their ways of living; how to develop memory; how to
gain success in honorable and respectable ways; how to avoid mistakes;
how to build up their energies, and to get the best out of life, should be
proof enough to convince the oldest of the old fogies of the fallacy of
their argument that "publicity is an unnecessary expense." It is expen-
sive not to advertise that which is good-expensive to the public, if it is
not expensive to the individual who should be making known the value
of his product or the superiority of his skill and talent.
The oyster never takes the initiative in disclosing its pearl; but why be
an oyster?
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Does the Program ·of the Colored
Teacher in the Small Commu-
nity Need Revising?
By Howard H. Long, Dean of Paine College, Augusta, Ga.
A CASUAL acquaintance with the numerous and diverse duties ofthe colored teacher in the small community, impresses one with
the utter impracticability of the program. The teacher's capacity to do,
may, for practical purposes, be envisaged as a constant whose effective-
ness varies regularly and inversely with the number of the points of at-
tack. Up to a certain number of tasks, she is efficient; when the number
goes beyond, she is in the same degree inefficient. This, however, is not
the whole story. Efficiency also varies with the diversity of the activities;
i. e., their unlikeness. Obviously one can do efficiently a greater number
of things which involve the same interest and mental and physical ele-
ments than one can, if the activities require new interests and changes
in the motor and mental "sets." We may agree then upon two rather
fundamental principles: 1st. If the teacher has too many things to do,
she cannot be efficient. 2nd. If the optional number of tasks be so di-
verse as to require different interests and "sets," she cannot be efficient.
With these principles in mind, we may examine the average program in
question.
A teacher in one of these small communities must walk to and from
school, a distance varying from a few hundred yards to a mile or more;
she must teach from thirty to fifty children in at least three or four grades
and very often in six or seven; when anyone of them is absent, she must
visit the parents or guardians and determine the reason .nr the absence;
if the child is regularly sent from home, then it is her business to locate
and raid the rendezvous of truancy; she must hold patrons' meetings
during certain specified evenings; besides her work in the old conven-
tional program, she must teach domestic art and domestic science for
which either little or no money is available and, consequently, she must
either spend a part of her own salary or solicit through the children or
by a house to house campaign, often by both, the money to defray the
expenses; she must preach thrift and sanitation to the community; she is
called upon to be active in the church work and Sunday school; her
salary is so meager that she must, in many cases, do her own laundry
work; she is expected to lengthen her school term by soliciting funds from
the community and organizing "entertainments" and "suppers" and,
of course, she must keep the "good will" of the community folks-a mod-
est program for an Angel.
A teacher under such conditions thus undertakes a heterogeneous lot
of tasks that cannot be subsumed under anyone head. They lie in the
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domain of the truant officer, the sanitary inspector, the familiar group,
"social workers," the agricultural demonstrator, the religious exhorter,
and the tax collector.
The writer's attention to this problem has led him to suspect that these
extra classroom activities are often more emphasized than the regular
schoolroom work. And even the work in the classroom finds a dispro-
portional emphasis laid upon the so-called practical ;ubjects, domestic
art, domestic science, shop work) and agriculture. Usually the school is
not prepared to teach anyone of these with any marked degree of success
and much of the teacher's time is used in improvising makeshifts which
do not meet the situation. The exhibitions from these departments
usually represent a spending of part of the teacher's earnings or her
prowess in securing contributions from her patrons. The products, how-
ever, are tangible and may easily count towards the teacher's promotion.
They imply patrons' meetings and, hence, community work (the correct-
ness of the implication is not to the point here). These so-called prac-
tical subjects are felt to meet the needs of the community, hence, the
emphasis that is placed upon them. Moreover, everybody scorns the
old conventional program which is centered about the three R's. Of
course there are the excuses that the classroom products are not easily
measured with a fair degree of accuracy, that the conventional program
has in the past been over-emphasized, and that the present emphasis on
the other phases is an attempt to equalize the efforts of the teacher.
Still after all allowances are made, one who has attended these teachers'
meetings and talked freely with them, can hardly escape the feeling that
much of the program and emphasis is wrong and must inevitably lead to
poor, if not bad) results.
It is only human that teachers will emphasize what will honorably get
them a promotion. They are not philosophers, their views are consulted
only infrequently) if at all; their instructions are specific; and, only too
often, their lack of training renders their efforts mechanical. To par-
ticipate intelligently in an activity one must both understand and sympa-
thize with it; otherwise one is a cog or a lever. What must she do to
survive? If jars of fruit can be more easily counted and are more highly
valued than conventional classroom products, naturally the bulk of the
attention goes to canning.
Aside from the question of emphasis, can the program be carried out
efficiently? Applying the principles set forth in the first paragraph, ob-
viously, no. No other worker is asked to do so much, and all other
workers, so far as the writer knows) have more room for initiative. In
the second place, an interest sufficiently general to cover all of these details
must be too weak to function well in anyone, to say nothing of special
knowledge required. Such an interest reminds one of a certain class of
sentimentalists who suffer from a break between thought and action and,
therefore, seem to dissipate their emotions and impressions through the
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vocal organs and tears, at least they only sympathize and resolve. They
see things vaguely in the bulk and are rather overwhelmed than inspired
to act. Analysis and envisagement of parts might have the opposite effect.
In one sense the program may be resolved into a division of effort
devoted to adults on the one hand and to the children on the other. How
should the time be divided between the two groups? This question
strikes at the heart of one of the difficulties. The writer contends that
only time in excess of that required for the instruction and care of the
children should be given to adults. The child has the first claim upon
the teacher and whatever dislocates this normal functioning is out of place
and may be detrimental. It may be argued that the community work is
in the interest of the child as well as the adults and that therefore this
work falls within the scope of the teacher's duty. There is a semblance
of forceful truth in the statement. No clearly marked separation of the
interests of the grol:ps is possible. Their more distinct interests shade
irnperceptably into each other. But by a not very dissimilar sort of rea-
soning we may arrive at the conclusion that because the soldiers fought
for the community in the World War and, therefore, for the children,
they should be considered grade teachers. The line must be drawn
somewhere and our criterion must be one of emphasis. Whereas it is
not so easy to set forth in words the delimitations, in actual practice the
difficulty ought not be nearly so great.
This position has much to recommend it. (a) Common experience in
instructing or advising the illiterate adults proves their inertia. The old
naturally lose their nervous plasticity. The illiterate young very early
suffer arrest of development. In either case the adult does not profit
from instruction as do children. The former must unlearn in order to
learn. There is then a disproportionately greater yield of results from
effort upon children than from that spent upon illiterate adults. (b) Any
good effect according to the community through teaching, generally speak-
ing, remains longer in the case of the child than in that of the adult
because the former, in the nature of things, will live the longer. (c) Too
great neglect of children for adults will bring a future with a literacy
status not unlike the one we now face, whereas careful training of chil-
dren certainly guarantees the future, since death happily removes those
. who are, from senility, incapable of progress. (d) Finally, we may yet
learn, when investigation has advanced far enough, that the best way to
get many.lessons to adults is to teach and to train the children. Too
little attention has been paid to the influence of children upon the old
people at home. Frequently adult illiterates whose children have at-
tended school may be heard using "are" and "came" and, even though
they are used in the wrong construction, may they not be an indication
of a sort of receptive attitude toward the children which outsiders cannot
hope to create? The very thing disdained and scorned from a "high
brow" has by dint of example from the children become a telling lesson
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with the old folk. The social reflex from children's trammg upon old
people offers an enticing approach in teaching the community hygiene,
manners, thrift and aesthetics. This influence is not strange. Human
beings learn more readily from example than from abstract instruction.
Instruction in language symbols is impossible among animals, it is not
very effective among children and illiterate adults and even higher in-
tellection breaks down from sheer attenuation, if it cannot at intervals
touch the experiential. Children and illiterates understand action when
they are unmoved by words.
It may be replied that both undertakings can be carried on at the same
time. But experience does not bear out this view. The grade school
simply is not accomplishing its task. In the early grades the program is
very largely prescribed by hygiene. The problem is to make and keep the
children healthy, to protect them from harm. In many small-community
schools everything seems to contradict this purpose. Seating, lighting,
ventilation, absence of playgrounds, crowded schoolroom, either perfunc-
tory or absence of medical inspection all testify to the monumental neg-
lect. The teacher is usually uninstructed in the use of tests that might
enable her to detect eye, ear, nose and throat, and mental defects. These
are left to nature, but frequently she can tell you a good deal about
bacteria that destroy fruits, selection of seed corn, and may even be able
to detect the San Jose scale or hog cholera.
Those of us who meet in our classrooms the children from these
schools have ever before us living examples of faulty work somewhere
below. Wretched spelling, meager knowledge of grammar, of the use
of capitals and of punctuation, ignorance of letter forms, pauperitic
vocabularies, defective pronunciation, inability to read expressively, and
lack of facility to grasp meaning from the printed page are items which
constantly stare us in the face. Constantly we find pupils entering the
high school whose spelling is below the normal for the sixth grade, and
this is but an outstanding example of slightly milder defects in other
branches.
A part of the trouble rests with the ultra theorizer in education-of
the arm-chair variety-who sees educational value in anything that is
useful, immediate need in the community. He is constantly saying, "It
is not what you teach, but how you teach it." Unsupervised sweeping
of the schoolroom, bringing fuel from a long distance and water from a
distarit., unhygienic spring are all highly educative because the community
is unwilling to pay some one to do these things. These tasks are "prac-
tical" but in the end may prove to be most impractical if more funda-
mental things are neglected. Of course such a view is ancient. It ut-
terly ignores instrumental values and subscribes to the doctrine of
"spread of training.". To educate a child nowadays only for life in a
local community is similar to starting around the world with an intrastate
railroad ticket. No one knows where he may live. A fundamental,
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basic trammg is required which will make one an adjustable creature
wherever one goes. And it is well to be reminded that for adjustability
of the individual the world has discovered 'no more valuable instruments
that can and should be imparted in the grades than the three R's, oral
speech, manners, and habits of health; and, further, that the more recent
and growing importance attached to vocational work has never intended
to lessen the importance of thorough work in the conventional branches.
The difference is very largely a matter of method.
Hygienic care and instruction in hygiene are more important for Negro
children because of the cultural and economic level of their homes than
any other large group in this country. Care of the teeth, eyes, ears, nose
and throat and ventilation little concerned their parents. They throve
under an open-air regime in a cabin with a fireplace. With the replacing
of the cabin by the framed house with its heater, and the migration of
the Negro to urban communities, we may well believe these children are
confronted with acute problems of which their fathers know nothing.
At any rate we cannot hope that these children may get instruction in
hygiene from their parents.
It may seem that my quarrel is with "teacher training." Yes, it is
that too. But the difficulty is deeper. The program imposed upon teach-
ers will, in the main, prescribe the training given them.
The writer proposes that the program needs serious revision which
will-
I. Recognize that the school child is the center of the school and that
his welfare at least equals that of the adults of the community.
2. Provide that extra classroom activities shall not encroach upon the
time and energy of the teacher which belong to the child ..
3'. Recognize that short-sighted "economy" is not economy at all; that
material gain which sacrifices moral, mental and physical development of
the child is vicious in the extreme.
4. Make thorough grounding in the hygiene of the school child and the
practice of the same imperative for the teacher.
5. Use every means to impress teachers with the sacredness of con-
serving human life and health.
6. Employ educational measurements to determine schoolroom products
and make these products a basis of promotion for the teacher.
7. Give more emphasis to moral and social training through games,
songs and other school activities.
8. Provide industrial courses suited to the proper development of the
child, courses which involve instruction in theoretical backgrounds which
alone can be depended upon to educate, in contradistinction to merely
following specific instruction which simply train .. There will be a dis-
tinction when between a course in domestic science and facility in han-
dling a cook book.
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9. Discourage the warping of industrial courses, when they do not
coincide directly and immediately with local needs, by a mad chase after
the so-called practical which short-circuits the educational process.
10. Require the use of tests to detect mental and physical defects and
provide vocational guidance.
View South from Main Hall
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Howard Alumni You Ought to Know
" The Fighting Son of Howard"
NEVALH. THOMAS was born of slave
parents in Springfield, Ohio, January 6,
1874. He went through the public
schools of his native city, and by his
own endeavor put himself through How-
ard University where he graduated with
honor in 1901. While a student at How-
'!-rd. University, Mr. Thomas served on
the staff of the University Record, and
won a $10.00 prize oration on gradua-
tion from the Academy. He took a
Neval H. Thomas
leading part in public debates and other
student activities. Upon graduation he
was appointed teacher of History in
the Dunbar High School, in which ca-
pacity he has served continuously up to
the present time. Mr. Thomas has trav-
eled extensively in Europe and in the
Orient with the purpose of adding to
his professional equipment as a teacher
of History. He has been very active in
movements for the moral and social bet-
tennent of the people, to which he has
given his time and talents without re-
muneration.
Mr. Thomas has been courageously
active in promoting the welfare of the
colored schools of the District of Co-
lumbia. It was chiefly due to his ef-
fort that an item of $99,000.00 was se-
cured for recreational space for the
Dunbar High School. He has had the
temerity to withstand the Superintend-
ent of Schools, the Board of Education,
and District Commissioners in bringing
such questions directly to the attention
of Congress. Mr. Thomas h~s recently
secured a significant victory by demand-
ing that the Supreme Court of the Dis-
trict of Colun1bia remove racial restric-
tions in' the restaurant and other ac-
cornrnodations in the Federal Building
which the Court controls.
NIr. Thomas is a member of the N. A.
A. C. P., and has been elected to the
National Board. He is always on the
firing line for the welfare of the race,
and does not calculate the effect which
his advocacy of human rights will have
on his own personal welfare. He stands
for the absolute equality in all things of
the Negro race, "with no reserve and no
delay."
Neval H. Thomas may be styled the
fighting son of Howard.
When tired of study, for recreation, visit
HIAWATHA TheFORAKER
11th Street, Near U. 20th Street, Near L.
High-Class Motion Pictures
Motion Pictures
and Vaudeville
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Alumni Notes
'92. A great honor has come to the
University through the appointment of
W. Justin Carter, Law, as Secretary to
E. E. Beidleman, Lieutenant Governor of
- Pennsylvania. Mr. Carter has for many
years stood out as one of Howard's
most distinguished, as well as most
loyal, alumni. He has been present for
many years at every event of importance
at the University and is always avail-
able with his advice, his inspiration and
his influence. As the best guarantee of
his loyalty his two sons are now stu-
dents at the University. Mr. Carter has
for many years been among the leading
Republicans of Dauphin County, has
taken part as speaker in campaigns and
is well and favorably known in political
circles of the great Keystone state.
'97. HENRY C. BINFORDwas born at
Huntsville, Ala., Feb. 28, 1874. His
early education was received in the pub-
lic schools of Huntsville and at the A.
and M. College which was then located
in the same plate. In the fall of 1890
he entered the Academy of Howard
University where he remained for seven
years, pursuing preparatory and collegi-
ate courses, and was graduated from the
College in 1897, with the degree A. B.
He began his teaching career at Wa-
thena, Kansas, in the Fall of 1897. In
1898 he became principal of the public
high school in his home town. He held
this position until 1918, except the three
years from 1905 to 1908 which he spent
as teacher in the Colored High School,
Baltimore, Md. His return to Alabama
to his former charge was decided upon
at the urgent request and solicitation of
the colored and white citizens of Hunts-
ville.
He resigned his position as principal
of the High School in 1918 to become
director of the Lincoln Reserve Insur-
ance Co., in which capacity he served
until his death, Oct. 29, 1919.
Mr. Binford was a prominent figure
in Masonic and religious affairs of his
state, being elected to perform many
services of trust in both fields. He was
associated with practically every -move-
ment in the state which looked toward
the social and spiritual development of
the people.'
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mary
Wood Binford (Howard, 1897), and five
children, three boys and two girls. The
oldest boy, Claxton, is now a sophomore
at Howard.
The following notes were supplied by
Dr. Robert L. Jones, 1900, of Charles-
ton, West Virginia:
'92. G. W. Holley, Medical, is one of
the oldest colored physicians of the
state and a prosperous citizen of Hin-
ton, West Virginia.
'98. M. T. Sinclair, Medical, is Resi-
dent School Physician at the West Vir-
ginia Collegiate Institute, Institute, W.
Va.
'99. C. C. Barnett, 111edical, is owner
and Superintendent of a well equipped
Hospital in Huntington, West Virginia,
supported by the State and the C. & O.
Railroad.
'02. B. A. Crichlow, Medical, is Super-
intendent of the State Colored Tuber-
culosis Sanitarium at Denmar, West
Virginia.
'10. E. ]. Graham, J r., Law, has' a re-
sponsible clerkship in the State Audi-
tor's Office.
'16. C. E. Yancey, Dental, formerly
Dental Surgeon at the Government Base
Hospital, Explosive Plant, Nitro, West
Virginia, is now practicing in Charles-
ton, W. Va.
Of the six colored members elected
to the House of Delegates of the State
of West Virginia, four have been the
product of Howard University Law
School-J. M. Ellis '98, E. H. Harper,
'99, T. G. Nutter '00, and H. J. Cape-
hart '13,
'10. On December 23, 1919, the United
States Patent Office granted to Miss
Alice H. Parker, '10, a patent for a new
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heating device comprising various novel
features of construction and arrange-
ment which, it is hoped, will distribute
heat to various parts of a building with
the greatest efficiency and eliminate the
labor connected with the operatoin of
the usual heating plant using coal for
fuel. The new furnace consists of nu-
merous hot air ducts heated by gas and
containing pilot flames. The control is
connected by pull-chains operated at a
point remote from the furnace. With
this system of control, any room or set
of rooms can be heated independently
of the rest of the building. When the
thermostat is made part of the equip-
ment the furnace will take care of itself
from the time it is set in operation in
the fall until warm weather.
'16. ::\[r. George E. Hall, who gradu-
ated from the College of Arts and Sci-
ences in 1916, and who is now complet-
ing his work in the study of Law, has
recently been brought to the fore by
having been appointed Probation Offi-
197
cer in the Juvenile Court of the District
of Columbia. He is the first colored
man to hold such an office in Washing-
ton, D. C., and he merits such success
by a long established reputation as a
faithful and energetic worker.
Chief among his duties in this office
is that of standing between the delin-
quent boys and the Reform School, a
duty which requires unusual ability in
exerting beneficient influences over those
whom the Court entrusts solely to his
guidance. Already he has won the es-
teem and confidence of the Court and
the citizens of the District.
You Can Get What You Want
and
You Will Want What You Get
at
Dyett and ,\'\eGhee's
Luncheonette
Run by Students for the benefit of
Students.
University Notes
Head of Howard Univers-
ity says institutiondoesnot
sympathize with Soviet or
Bolshevik movements-Its
Record of Proved Loyalty
-Says pamphlet should be
suppressed by the Govern-
ment
DR. J. STANLEYDURKEE,President of
Howard University, in replying to the
statement made by Senator Smoot of
Utah in the United States Senate Thurs-
day, January 8, calling attention to the
pamphlet by Albert Rhys Williams,
states:
"The pamphlet in question was do-
nated to the Library of Howard Univer-
sity about a year ago. Hundreds (If
books and periodicals are thus donated
and accepted each year, and in this case
the pamphlet itself was not catalogued
until eight or nine months ago. Since
the cataloguing of the pamphlet, it has
been called for twice, which is proof
positive that no particular attention has
been paid to it by students or teachers.
A letter from the Librarian of the Uni-
versity in reference to this whole mat-
ter may be of interest:
·"roward Uunversity,
Washington, D. C.,
January 9,1920.
President J. Stanley Durkee,
Howard University,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir :-In response to your re-
quest of this date I have the honor of
making the following statement of facts
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concerning the presence in this libary
of the pamphlet Bolsheviks and Soviets
and its use by the students and faculty.
Two copies of this pamphlet were pre-
sented to us by one of our students
about a year ago. When first presented,
and before it was properly catalogued,
it was probably read by several students,
for there was at that time a great deal
of interest in and curiosity about the new
Russian government, and a very great
disagreement as to the bare facts about
it. The pamphlet was formally cata-
logued about eight or nine months ago,
and since that time, according to the
charging cards, only two students have
asked for it, one on October 27, 1919,
and one on December 30, 1919. As all
use of a book in the building, as well as
use of it at home, is recorded on these
cards, it would seem to be conclusively
proved that this pamphlet has been
asked for but twice.
It is, or was, I know, in the United
States Library of Congress, for the
cards on which it is recorded III our
card catalogue were printed and dis-
tributed by the Library of Congress.
Very respectfully yours,
(Signed) E. C. WII,I,IAMS,
Librarian."
"Howard University is the one out-
standing National University of the Ne-
gro people of America. It trains a larg-
er number of egro college and profes-
sional students than any other institu-
tion of learning in the world. It is lo-
cated at the head of the black belt and
sends into the heart of the black belt of
the South a larger number of graduates
than any other institution. These grad-
uates are all hard at work, promoting
good citizenship and seeking to raise the
whole level of life among the Negro
people.
"During the recent war the Univer-
city rendered service to our Govern-
ment of the highest and most patriotic
character. It had more graduates to re-
ceive commissions and serve as officers
with colored military units than any oth-
er institution in America for the train-
ing of Negro youth. The complete fa-
cilities of the University were placed at
the disposal of the Government. Na-
tional Army Training Detachments, Stu-
dents' Army Training Corps, and Re-
serve Officers' Training Corps units
were trained at the University. The Stu-
dent Army Instruction Camp for sev-
enty colored institutions of learning was
also conducted here. In all, 1,786 men
were trained for war work.
"With such a record of proved loyal-
ty, it is most unfortunate that state-
ments should be made calculated to con-
vey the thought and idea that the Uni-
versity sympathizes directly or indirectly
with Soviet or Bolshevik movements.
Neither thru classroom teaching nor
otherwise has the University expressed
any sympathy with movements seeking
the overthrow of established order. On
the contrary, the University has unhesi-
tatingly stood in positive fashion for law
and order and against movements de-
signed to interfere with the orderly
functioning of the great departments of
the Government.
"To day is the first time I have seen
or read the pamphlet. I heartily agree
that such false statements should not
have circulation. The pamphlet should
be suppressed by the Government. I am
surprised to learn that it has not been
suppressed. I have instantly withdrawn
these copies from our Library."
"Societe Francaise" Re-
ceives in Honor of French
~ Ambassador
THE "Societe Francaise" of Howard
University gave a "Soiree de Gala" Fri-
day evening, December 19, in honor of
His .Excellency M. L'Ambassadeur Jus-
serand. The reception was held in Car-
negie Library on the University Cam-
pus. The occasion was one of particular
importance. However, at the last mo-
ment, the Ambassador himself found it
impossible to attend on account of dip-
lomatic duties, but the Honorable
Monsieur M. Henri was present to rep-
resent His Excellency and the French
Embassy.
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The reception was honored by the
presence of M. Moravia, Minister from
Haiti; the Minister from Uruguay, and
a representative of the Ecuador Lega-
tion; the Minister of Nicaragua; the
Counsellor of the Belgium Legation; the
Minister of Brazil; and the Minister of
Roumania. In the absence of the pres-
ident of the University, Ex-Chief Jus-
tice Stanton J. Peele, president of the
Board of Trustees of Howard Univer-
sity, addressed words of welcome to the
gentlemen from foreign countries. em-
phasizing the fact that the doors of
Howard University are open to students
from any land.
M. Henri -in"greeting the society ex-
pressed the great gratitude of France
for the" part that the American Negro
played in the World War. He stated
that Ambassador Jusserand personally
observed American Negro soldiers in
actual combat in the St. Mihiel sector,
and that he had indicated unfeigned ad-
miration' and· commendation for the
splendid fighting qualities of these men.
In a brief· speech in the French tongue,
the Minister- of Uruguay lauded the
work which the -University is doing, and
expressed -high- hopes for its prosperity.
Mr. Moravia spoke of the common ties
which bind the Haitien Republic and
the colored Americans and of his en-
dorsement of the efforts of the "Societe
Francaise" to promote the knowledge
and usefulness of the French language.
Professor P. Lochard, head of the de-
partment of French of' the University,
who is primarily responsible for the
staging' of' the "gala" occasion, greeted
the guests in French on behalf of the
society, while Dean Kelly Miller con-
veyed the 'respects of the student body.
Dr. Emmett J; Scott, Secretary-Treas-
urer, served as- master of ceremonies, in-
troducing the several speakers with ap-
propriate remarks.
-Then, in tone of .sweet harmony, was
heard the melody of that wonderful Na-
tional anthem, "La Marseillaise," that
evokes seritiments of respect and duty
in reminding us at the same time of
the true spirit of fraternity manifested
199
by the Republic of France in the recent
and unforgetable international-struggle.
ever before in its history has the
University been honored by such a
large gathering of eminent diplomats.
Howard is proud of the fact that she
is the first University to be visited by
so ,many important figures at one time.
This gathering was made possible
through the influence of Monsieur Loch-
ard, who is well received in diplomatic
circles.
The~Eighthl International
Student Volunteer
Convention
To the many students who attended
the Student Volunteer Convention in
Des Moines, Ia., Dec. 31, to Jan. 4, there
came a newer, broader vision of the
need of Christianity for all peoples of
all countries.
The following represented Howard
University at the Convention:
Misses Grace Randolph and Inabel
Burns, Mr. M. T. -Gibbs and Mr. John
M. Myles, of the Academic Schools and
Colleges.
. Mr. Geo. E. Hall, of the School of
Law.
Mr. Wm. M. Gibson and Mr. Felix
Green, of the School of Religion.
Mr. Wm. H. Foster, of the School
of Medicine.
Mr. J. G. Logan, Secretary of the Uni-
versity Y. M. C. A.
-The Student Volunteer Movement
originated in 1886. It was during the
summer of that year that the first in-
terhational conference of 250 Christian
college students was held at Mount Her-
mon, Mass. However, it was two years
'later, 1888, when some fifty volunteers,
attending a student conference, organ-
ized under the laws of the State of New
York, taking the name of the Student
Volunteer Movement for Foreign Mis-
sions. One can readily see to what pro-
portions this organization has grown,
when present records show that parti-
cipants in the 'movement include' nearly
1,000 institutions in the United States
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and Canada. Another proof of its
growth is shown by the 5,399 student
delegates present at the recent session in
Des Moines.
This Volunteer Movement is in no
sense a Missionary board; it is simply a
recruiting agency, fostered by unselfish
Christians who are trying to enlighten
those who still grope in darkness. To
this end leaders of the movement awak-
en and stimulate an intelligent and
active interest in foreign missions.
The Exhibit conducted at the same
time as the Convention was a great edu-
cational feature. This exhibit, held for
the benefit of the delegates who were
attending the Convention, gave an im-
pression of the necessity for Student
Volunteers in Mission Work in foreign
fields and showed, too, what the students
of the world have accomplished in the
past in this line of work. This display
pictured the actual conditions that exist
in some of the foreign countries of the
world.
China is the largest Republic in the
world. For every American in the
world there are four Chinese. Only one
out of every 100 girls of school age in
China is in school. The need for work-
ers in China is imperative. One speak-
er said of China, "Who understands
that mighty empire socially, politically
and religiously, has the key to the world
politics for the next five centuries." In
Africa there are eighty million pagans,
,forty million Mohammedans and ten
million Christians. In Africa, for every
convert that the Christian missionary is
making from Mohammedanism, Mo-
hammedanism is able to gather in ten
from Paganism. The average parish of
every Protestant Foreign' Missionary
has 50,000 people. The average parish
of every Protestant Minister in the U.
S. A: and Canada has 507 people.
Again, the exhibit showed the efforts
that have been put forth by the
Churches of the world and by the Col-
leges and Universities The good also
that has been' brought about by those
who have gone into the field, was pic-
tured. It is manifest that if the "evan-
gelization of the world in this genera-
tion" shall come to pass, there must be
more workers in the mission field; and
more students trained who shall be will-
ing to go ahead and if need be give p
their lives for humanity.
Through an arrangement with the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Student Vol-
unteer Movement we were able to have
a portion of the exhibit at Howard Uni-
versity. Thirty posters' on "Christian-
ity and World Reconstruction" were dis-
played for three days in the office of the
Dean of Men.
For those who remain at home, the
task is doubly great-to support those
who are chosen for the foreign field
and to Christianize the world at home.
It is the part of Christian students to
prepare to make dominant a real Chris-
tianity in our -industrial, political and
social life at home which will insure
Christian leaders and forces for future
'generations. It is fitting, before we con-
elude, to mention the great need for
doctors and nurses, that was so forcibly
presented at the last session-of the Stu-
dent Volunteer Convention.' It is only
in the last fifteen years that' medicine
'has playedsuch an important partin the
evangelization of the ·world. The doc-
tor, thru medical missions, schools and
hospitals, has done his greatest work in
China and' India. China, most especial-
ly, has been benefited, for it was there
that the greatest number of missionaries
were sent. But today there are seven
physicians' in the city of New York to
every medical missionary' in the whole
non-Christian world. Very recently the
Rockefeller Foundation has given be-
tween fifteen and twenty million dollars
for medical work in China. It is proof
of ' the' goodness of God that He has
given such great success to laborers' in
that field. One of the quickest ways of
aiding in making the peoples of the for-
eign lands take their palce in the evan-
gelization of the world is to make them
healthy.
Finally, to sum up the impressions
left' by attendance at this great Con-
vention, the ,world today needs the
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Christian religion to solve its problems;
the' duty of men and women of Chris-
tian lands is to carry the religion of
Jesus Christ, not the work of Exploita-
tion, to all the nations of the world;
the true doctrin'e of Christian brother-
hood and not that of race prej udice and
superiority. Then, those who do not go,
must practice Christianity, that they may
inspire faith in the teachings of those
who go. Last, the greatest call is to col-
lege men and women of Christian lands.
The call is simply that each one render
his due share in service for humanity
INABEI.F. BURNS,'20.
Dramatic Club Offers Prize
.. ·THE dramatic club of the University,
-in .keeping -with the slogan of the
"Greater Howard," is making rapid
strides forward. The club is offering a
prize of $25.00 to the student who writes
the best One Act play. Keen interest
has been aroused in the contest, which
bids fair to be one of the most popular
contests on the "Hill."
The members of the club saw the
need, not only for the development of
dramatic talent, but also for the de-
velopment of student playwrights. In
previous years the students have merely
been producing plays written by others.
In other words, they have not been mak-
ing any contributions to the development
of the drama. So, it is generally thought
that the club should come to the place
where they could produce their own
plays. Then there would be not only
an opportunity for the students to dis-
play their dramatic talent by acting, but
also their ability as playwrights. This
is a decided step forward in the work
of the dramatic club, and it gives the
club an .opportunity to display its worth
and value to the students as well as to
the University. It is hoped that this
contest will be an incentive to the stu-
dents. to take more interest in dramatics
and the writing of plays, and, in a few
years, .the University may see fit to es-
tablish a department of dramatics.
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Plans are already on foot for the pro-
ducing of the annual play, which, it is
hoped, will prove to be the greatest suc-
cess of any since the establishment of
the club The club is overflowing with
promising young dramatists, including
Maxey Jackson, who starred a few years
ago in the play, "Disraeli."
Athletics
THE National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation held its 14th Annual Conven-
tion at Hotel Astor, New York City,
Dec. so, 1919.
There were in attendance more than
300 delegates from 174 colleges, repre-
senting every section of the country, and
" student body 01 more than dll(,OOO.
The importance which the colleges at-
tach to this organization is shown by
the fact that they sent as delegates not
only their directors of physical educa-
tion but in many cases their presidents,
deans or leading professors.
The slogan of the convention was
physical efficiency for every man and
woman in college and the delegates were
unanimous in their plea that every form
of athletic sport should be maintained
as a part of the purposeful work in phy-
sical education. The Secretary of War,
Hon. Newton D. Baker, and others paid
a high tribute to the stalwart men who
had been prepared for the army through
their participation in college athletics
and affirmed that men so prepared would
be equally fitted for civil life; but it was
shown that college athletics under the
Old Order reached a very small pro-
portion of the students and for that
reason had lost much in value. The N.
C. A. A. recommends that the colleges
so readjust their work in physical edu-
cation that they will offer every man op-
portunity for proper physical develop-
ment, will place higher educational val-
ues upon athletic activities and instil
better ideals of sport.
Playing games away from home
grounds, short time professional coaches,
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pre-season coaching and practice, train-
ing table and scouting all came under .the
convention's ban.
Professor T. W. Turner attended the
Convention as Howard's delegate : Di-
rector Robinson was preventedfrom go-
ing at the last moment because of death
in his family .
. , J,.
Undergraduate Life
Campus Notes
WE all hate to get up in the morn-
ing now. Most of us have left the farm
so long ago that rising at six o'clock
on an icy winter's morning has become
an unaccustomed luxury which we
would be well satisfied to dispense
with, particularly since we must be ini-
tiated into the habit in January. Bvr-r-r.
Unhappy he, who cannot be supplied
with change to go to Dyett's-in the
awful gap of nearly six hours between
breakfast, if he is so fortunate as to
arise in time for that meal, and lunch.
Some one has remarked that we have
one midday and two evening meals-
since it's night when we have breakfast.
It has been prophesied that there will
be a considerable depreciation in the
attendance of prayers in Minor Hall if
the present revolutionary forces continue
to work.
The girls of Miner Hall gave a Leap
Year party in Spaulding Hall, January
1, 1920. The young gentlemen-a-for the
evening-of Miner Hall called at Clark
Hall for their "young ladies," escorted
them to the dance, asked for the dances
and would have escorted them home if
some of the "young gentlemen" had, not
proved timorous and murmured some-
thing about being afraid to go home in
the dark. Thereupon the situation was
reversed to its natural order. Every-
one present admitted that it was a most
successful party, and, as Leap Year
parties ,go, positively the best ever.
Rumor runs that several of the young
men present at the Leap Year party at-
tempted to elicit' proposals from their
hostesses. So much so that a"court sat
on' a 'case in Clark Hall;' a-nd'ludged 'the
offerlder guilfy of having wilfully se-
duced a young lady's heart, and of hav-
ing attempted to elicit a proposal of love
.f.rom her. .The -.defendant. .was...found
guilty, but on account of ameliorating
circumstances -the case, was dismissed,
after a solemn warning to Mr.C.
No resident of Min~r Hall can, at
present, endure "snrimp" "The occu-
pants of Room 9, Junior Hall, can ex-
plain this better than anyone else.
Miner Hall and the library are very
quiet nights during study hour. Is it
New Year's resolutions or last quar-
ter's marks?
Altho' Spring is as yet far from us,
the campus is green. We' were ignor-
ant of the fact that the American dyers
could produce no other durable shade
for men's apparel but green, until very
recently, but perhaps some artistic gen-
ius, in view of the 'coal shortage, desir-
ing to give the illusion of Spring' and
its balmy air, dictated that the verdun
of hill and plain be the fashionable col-
or, in order to temper the chilling
breezes of midwinter. If so, we humbly
render thanks.
Resolved: That those who suffer
from colds that cannot be subdued to a
decorous, choke behind a handkerchief,
but must cough, and clear their throats
loudly, should take their chapel "cuts"
at this time, in order first: that they
might not spread the infection; .second,
that they might not dis'turb the' service,
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and third, that they might not cause the
entire student-body to appear discour-
teous to the leader of the service.
SHORTLYbefore the holiday season,
steps were taken by the Juniors and
Seniors, for the" bridging of the gaps
between classes. One very effective
means was-thought to be the council of
Upperclassmen; so-plans were made for
its early' reorganization.
The members of the Y. W. C. A. made
75"!Christmas stockings for the Christ-
mas" tree-given: to the needy children of
tliin:ity' by the "Associated Charities.
The members of the Senior class in
Education" are finding much enj oyment
and·.2:gar~in'g valuable" experience in
teaching by conducting "a rninature
schoof at the Orphanage at Eighth and
E"Jclid streets.
!J('~}i: '
On Friday, J anuary 16, the delegates
to- the Student Volunteer Convention,
made their report. The following were
the-speakers :
::i'Hisiory of the Student Volunteer
Movement't=-Miss Grace L Randolph.
)"Speai<:ers, and their Messages"-Mr.
Johri~M. Miles.
"Sectional Conferences"-Miss Inabel
F: Burns.
. "The ·Exhibit"-Mr. Mifflin T. Gibbs.
"General Impressions of the Conven-
tion"-pro£. J. G. Logan.
Also ori Monday, January 19, the del-
egates of the' professional schools to
the" Student 'Volunteer Convention at
Des Moines addressed the students, l!.s-
sembled in the" Chapel, en their" impres-
sions- "of the convention. The follow-
ing delegates spoke:
School of Medicine, W. H. Foster.
School of Law, G. E. Hall.
School of Religion, W. H. Gibson and
C. H. Green.
THE Competitive recently held by the
Stylus was met with hearty support by
members of the student body. In be-
half of the members ~f the organization,
the Scribe wishes to thank all those who
contributed "manuscripts. The follow-
ing is a list of those accepted for mem-
bership in the Stylus, as a result of the
competitive: Messrs. Arvey Wood, J.
P. Murchison, Lemuel Bolton, R. M.
Gilbert and Miss Sayde Spence.
The Omega Psi Phi Con-
vention
WHAT was by far the greatest na-
tional convention ever held by the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, met in Bos-
ton during the last four days of Decem-
ber, 1919. The representation was na-
tion-wide, and comprised delegates
from all chapters, - grand officials, ex-
grand officials, and a large number of
the local honorary members
Howard University yielded three rep-
resentatives from Alpha Chapter-
Messrs. W. Stewart Nelson, George yv.
Brown, and Stanley M. Douglas. Pro-
fessor G. David Houston, of the city
schools, also journeyed to Boston with
these, his younger brothers", and add'ed
much to their pleasure on the trip.
All the delegates 'found the social cir-
cles eagerly awaiting their arrival, and
during the entire Holiday period, there
was vigorous competition for the honor
of having entertained the visitors best.
The open session was held on the
29th in Tremont Temple, where Colonel
Young delivered the principal address.
The soothing tenor of Roland Hayes
was also an attraction for the musical
ears of Boston. The Grand Basileus,
Mr. R. G. Robinson, of Harvard Uni-"
versity, read expressions of congratula-
tions. Among them 'were letters from
the Mayor of Boston and the Governor
of Massachusetts.
The convention in its work sought to
reshape certain of its policies to meet
the needs of the new era of reconstruc-
tion. The gigantic problems affecting
the lives and progress of Negroes
everywhere, on this occasion linked
themselves with a dynamic fraternal
movement for greater manhood
At the close of the session the fol-
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lowing national officers were elected:
Grand Basileus (re-elected)-Ray-
mond G. Robinson.
Grand Vive-Basileus - Stanley M.
Douglas.
Grand Keeper of Records-Eugene E.
Alston.
Grand Keeper of Seals-L. Raymond
Hill.
Grand Statistician-W. Stewart Nel-
son.
Editor of The Oracle-Osceola Me-
First Annual Convention
of the Delta Sigma Theta
--.-:
ON December 26th and 27th, 1919,
Howard University, the seat of the
Alpha chapter of the Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, was the meeting place for the
first Annual Convention of the Soror-
ity. The sessions proved extremely in-
teresting and successful, and many con-
structive and logical suggestions con-
cerning the great reconstruction period
of 'the day were presented.
The delegates, representing such
schools as the University of Pennsyl-
vania, Wilberforce, Ohio State Univer-
sity, Iowa University and others, were
enthusiastic with new ideas and left
filled with even more inspiration, if
such were possible, for greater work
·The officers were chosen in the order
following:
President-Gamma Chapter, Pennsyl-
vania.
Vice President-Beta Chapter, Wil-
berforce.
Secretary-Epsilon Chapter, Ohio
State.
Corresponding Secretary - Alpha
Chapter, Howard.
Treasurer-Gamma Chapter, Pennsyl-
varna.
Parliamentarian Alpha Chapter,
Howard.
Chaplain-Delta Chapter, Ioda.
Sergeant at Arms-Delta Chapter,
Iowa.
Custodian-Alpha Chapter, Howard.
The convention adjourned to meet at
Wilberforce, Ohio, the seat of the Beta
Chapter, December of 1920.
On Saturday evening, the Alpha Chap-
ter entertained the delegates with a
formal dansante in Spaulding. Hall, so
that after the strenuous work of the
sessions, they might get a taste of the
Howard hospitality and mirth.
Alpha Kappa Alpha
ALPHA KApPA ALPHA SORORITYwas
welcomed this year to the city of Chi-
cago. The sessions of the convention
were held at Soldiers and Sailors' Club,
December 29, 30, 31, 1919. Miss Nellie
M. Quander, of Washington, D. C., was
presiding officer, and the opening ad-
dress was delivered by Mrs. Lorraine
Green, of Chicago. Later on, speeches
by graduate members whose success in
the world has been great, and music
composed by members of the sisterhood,
were heard with delight.
Great depth of enjoyment was gained
by attendance at the closed sessions of
the convention. The roll of delegates
listed earnest college women from nine
leading Universities of the country. The
business transacted presented evidence
of the striking growth of the Sister-
hood, and an increase of strength and
leadership among Negro College Wom-
en everywhere, as a result of its exist-
ence. At these sessions there was a re-
newal of purpose "to create power to
solve problems." There was a further
perfecting of plans for the improvement
of the social status of our race, for rais-
ing moral standard, and increasing edu-
cational efficiency.
The national officers of the Sorority,
elected at the close of .the convention,
are:
President-Mrs. Lorraine Green.
First Vice President-Mrs. Carrie
Lewis.
Second Vice President-Miss Helen
Perry
Recording Secretary-Miss Pearle
Mitchel.
Corresponding Secretary-Miss Ida
Taylor.
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Phi Beta Sigma "At Home"
THE Alpha Chapter of the Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity held its Annual At
Home on New Year's Day, at the chap-
ter house, 325 Tea Street N. W. The
house was tastefully decorated with
holly, evergreens, and the colors of
"Old" Howard. Every room was beau-
tifully arranged and thrown open to
public inspection. -
There were many visitors during the
afternoon. All were delighted' with the
manner in which they were received and
the appearance of the house in general.
Light refreshments were served the
guests after their tour of inspection.
An informal dance was held that
night. Happy indeed were the guests as
they made merry and executed the Terp-
sichorean art amid showers of con-
fetti. Later in the evening a delightful
repast was served.· This particular even-
ing of pleasure was indeed "the end of
a perfect day," and everyone departed
with a lasting memory of New Year's
Night, 1920.
Pi Alpha Nu
The Pi Alpha Nu, with its increased
membership, looks forward to a most
profitable and enjoyable year in the
study and appreciation of music Be-
sides the regular programs offered by
the members, a special program has been
presented by Prof. Tibbs, who gave the
club a rare treat in the rendition of
Brahm's Sonata in F Minor, Scherzo
movement, and Liszt's "Bird Sermon."
Ten Thousand Dollars for
Platform Suggestions by
Young Voters
Through the Republican National
Committee, Mr. Truxton Beale, former
United States Minister to Persia, offers
cash prizes aggregating $10,000 for the
best suggestions for the Republican
platform by young voters, both men and
women, in the country.
205
His offer has been formally accepted
by Chairman Will H. Hays, of the Na-
tional Committee, and the contest will
open at once and close March 31, 1920.
A first prize of $6,000 will be given
for the best manuscript received; $3,000
for the second best and $1,000 for the
third.
Manuscripts are limited to 6,000 words
and must be addressed to Walker Blaine
Beale Contest, Division of Young Vot-
ers, Republican National Committee,
923 \Voodward Building, Washington,
D. C. Four ty-pewritten copies must be
submitted, one only of the number being
signed.
Under date of November 20, 1919, Mr.
Beale, in a letter to Chairman Hays,
quoted William Roscoe Thayer s' de-
scription of a National Convention, with
its scenes of turmoil and strife, as given
in his life of Roosevelt. In this chap-
ter Mr. Thayer said:
"A spectator from Mars might have
remarked, 'but for so important a busi-
ness as the choice of a candidate who
may become President of the United
States you ought to have quiet, deliber-
ation, free-play, not for those who can
shout the loudest but for those who can
speak the wisest.'
"And to this remark the howling,
whirling dervishes who attended the
Convention might have responded, if
they waited long enough to hear it
through, by yelling, 'Hail, Hail, the
gang's all here,' and would have darted
off to catch up with their fellow bac-
chanals," etc.
Commenting upon this depiction of a
National Convention, Mr. Beale, in his
letter, said:
"If these conditions were strange for
the nomination of a President they were
still more strange for working out and
formulating the principles and planks of
a political platform.
"A political platform would surely
have more clearness if thought out in
the libraries and studies of the scholars
of the country than in the turmoil and
noise of a political convention; it would
have more consistency if made away
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from its jarring elements; it would have
fewer evasions and ambiguities if not
made under the pressure of its clashing
interests, and the great organic truths
of sociology and economics for the guid-
ance of a party could be more profound-
ly considered and more effectively ex-
pressed.
"There never has been a time when
the two great parties have differed so
fundamentally in principle as now, dif-
ferences that go to the very foundation
of society; never a time when so many
brands of quack medicine have been so
energetically hawked about as cures for
distempers of the state, and therefore
never a time when an honest platform
and straight thinking, holding out no
false hopes and promising no short cuts
to the millennium, is more important
than now."
For these reasons, Mr. Beale sub-
scribed $10,000 to the Republican Na-
tional Committee to be offered in prizes
as above outlined. The only stipulation
he made was that the Committee as-
sume the responsibility of providing the
machinery and expense required for
reading the manuscripts submitted. This
the Committee has agreed to do.
"Of course," he added, "it is not my
idea that such a platform would neces-
sarily be adopted by the National Con-
vention, but the educative effect on the
people at large might have a beneficial
indirect result; and may aid you in your
well directed efforts to interest young
people in politics."
Mr. Beale suggested as judges, Dr
David Jayne Hill, Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler, and the Hon. Albert J. Bev-
eridge
Chairman Hays formally accepted Mr.
Beale's offer, approving the judges
named, the conditions of the contest
and suggesting that the rewards be
known as the Walker Blaine Beale
Prizes, in memory of Mr. Beale's son
who was killed in the .service. At the
suggestion of Chairman Hays, the con-
test is open to all men and women
twenty-five years of age or younger.
The following appeal to the young
voters of the country was thereupon is-
sued by the Committee:
YOUNG VOTERS SHOULD PAR-
TICIPATE.
To the Young Men and Women of
America:
The Republican National Committee
wishes to express its gratitude to Mr.
Truxton Beale for his patriotic sugges-
tion. The Committee urges the popular
participation in the coming national elec-
tion and is eager for the active co-oper-
ation of the younger men and women
of the nation, so many thousands of
whom did their all in the late war.
The Republican Party shall continue
to be the instrument in this country to
apply to new and changing conditions
the wisdom of experience and the effi-
ciency of an honest, zealous service. The
delegates to the national convention will
be glad of the opportunity to study the
proposed platforms submitted by the
young voters of the land.
We suggest that you adhere to the fol-
lowing rules of the prize contest:
RULES OF THE CONTEST
1. The contesf is'open-to all men and
women not over twenty-five years of
age. Attach a signed statement with
your manuscript that you are a quali-
fied contestant.
2. Submit four typewritten copies of
your manuscript. Sign only one. Write
on one side of the paper.
3 Manuscripts must not exceed six
thousand words.
4. Send all manuscripts to Walker
Blaine Beale Contest, Division of Young
Voters, Republican National Commit-
tee, 923 Woodward Bldg.," Washington,
D. C. .
5. All manuscripts must be in judges'
hands not later than March 31, 1920.
6. Announcement of prize winners
will be made prior to the' opening of
the Republican National Convention in
19-20.
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COM-
MITTEE.
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Counterweights
THE SEVEN WONDERS OF HOW-
ARD.
Percy's love letters.
Gwaltney's intellect.
Prof. Locke's jokes.
Hank's overcoat.
H. Jackson's feet.
"Bill' Andrew's eloquence.
Lemon's grin.
Prof. of Philosophy-"Mr. X, what is
a dogma?"
Senior-"A puppy's Mamma."
Ainong our many class songs Sis pre-
fers "Howard, I love old Howard."
Earl Brown, '22-"Rock me to sleep."
Marion Allen, '22-"Wait until I get
a couple of bricks."
A FRESHMAN'S LAMENT.
I'm tired now, and weary, too;
My hair is turning gray,
My hopes lie shattered on the floor-
I flunked again today.
I study early, study late;
I burn the midnight oil,
But still my lessons fail to please;
It fairly makes me boil.
One night I studied very hard
My lessons to prepare, .
But ne'er a teacher called on me,
'Tis thus I ever fare.
I would I were a senior,
Learned and sedate,
Instead of being green and fresh,
Oh, most unhappy fate ..
Where breathes the man with soul so
dead,
Who never to himself h-as said,
As he bumped his toe against the
bed; --
The senior play will soon come off,
And surely will make good,
The cast has practiced day and night,
And trained on Mellin's food.
Notice in the Hall-"In case of fire,
~ring the towel."
~
The latest dance step;
"The Cicero Trot"
Originated by Georgia Washington, '21.
THINGS THAT SHOULD GO ON
THE SCRAP HEAP.
Final examinations,
"Scoop's" airs.
'Lawrence's "Bull."
Dot's love affair.
"Jeff's' sarcasm.
Edna's red coat .
Gordon's laziness.
H. Jones' dirty collars.
Herb. Marshall's lizzy.
What We Say It is, It is!
Julius Lansburgh Furniture Company Inc..
Standard High-Grade Furniture
and Floor Covering
512 Ninth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.
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Prof.-"Have you been through Trig- MY CICERO.
onometry?" Tune: (My Country 'Tis of Thee.)
Freshman from Overseas-"Yes, but I My precious Cicero thee,
went through at night and didn"t-see----Book of the noble free,
much of the town." Thy name I love;
I love each principal part,
Written with tactful art.
Cicero was some shark,
'Tis him we love.
JUST IMAGINE-
Scoop dancing with Miss Shannon.
Enes Wright trying to walk graceful.
Tom Lemon serious.
Prof. Locke playing football.
Fred. Jordan admitting that there is
anything which he can't do just a little
better than anybody else.
Heacock going to a burlesque show.
Downing with a shave.
Fulford and Hucles paying their debts.
German Prof.-"Give me present,
past, and future of the verb schicken."
Sophomore-(Taking first year Ger-
man)-"Present,--'chicken; past, peep;
future, rooster."
Clerk-"This book will do half your
work."
Eleanor Johnson, '23-"Give me two,
quick."
The style in socks originating from
Clark Hall are the changeable colors-
that is, those which are white but be-
come dark by using.
The boy stood on the burning deck,
He heard relief ship's horns;
But even then he couldn't move,
The heat had popped his corns.
A Payne, '22 (back from Philadel-
phia recently)-"Say, do you know they
quarantined Wanamaker's yesterday?"
Hoffman, '22-"They did; why?"
A. Payne-"They found measles in the
dictionary."
IMPOSSIBLE.
Bow-legged floor walker-"Walk this
way, please."
Knock-kneed customer-"Impossible,
sir."
First Freshie-"What's the most ner-
vous thing next to a woman?"
Second Freshi.e-"Me-next to a
woman."
When are jokes not jokes?
Nine times out of ten.
==oooooooooooo===:>c::==>.=,
Murray Bros. Printing Co. ~
o
1731-1733 Seventh Street, Phone North 4419 0
L ==oooooooooooo=====~
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Effective.
A lady entered a railroad car and
took the seat in front of a newly mar-
ried couple. She was hardly seated
before they began making remarks
about her. The style of her hat, her
coat, the way she did her hair, all came
in for a share of criticism. This might
have gone on indefinitely, but the lady
put an end to it by a bit of strategy.
She noticed that the bride was much
older than the groom, and turning
around, she said, "Madam, will you
kindly request your son to close the
window?"
There was not another remark from
the back seat.
When You Think of--
Fine Engraving
Think of--
ANDREWS
YEARS of experience and excellent facilities assure Engravingof uncommon skill and artistry. Special attention given to
Engraving suitable for school functions.
R. P. Andrews Paper Co.
727-731 13th Street Washington, D. C.
209
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The "Howardite"
with the Howard Stain
418 U St., N. W. Washington, D. C.
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GIVE YOURSELF A CHANCE
It will' make' scho~l work much easier now and prove a' great blessing to'
you later in 'life if you have your eyes properly attended 'to so you may be
more Capable to handle your schad work properly.
The habit of success is more often acquired by those who appreciate the
necessity of avoiding waste of nerve energy. Eye strain is a much greater
strain on the nervous system than imaginable.
We are well equipped to look after -your eyes and, invite you to come to
us and 'we will be pleased to give you just the service you need.
Consultation free. Drs. Peters and Jacobs,
Drs. Peters and Jacobs, Eyesight spe~iaJjsts, Opticians, Optometrists.
8'10 Florid-a Ave. N. W. Open evenings undl 8 P: M.
SEE
IF YOU WANT Tel. Rox. 3464 946 Tremont St. Rox. '
Fashionable Dressmaking G. H. P. GANAWAY
Undertaker and Embalmer
Bremen: 123 Fayerweather -Street
Tel. Camb. 7347-R Cambridge, Mass
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1:118F Street, N. W.
)
Z. D. BLACKISTONE
1fll1~ist
. Phone Main 3707
l4th and H Street, Northwest
DON'T I:QRGETTHEHOWARBCORNER
Gem gia Avenue and Ho w ard Place
We sell Lee Cream Pies and Cakes
Bear it JACK'S f.~.eaS3
in mind to find.
Rot Coffee. Cocoa and Sand w iches
250r GEO. AVE. N. W.
CORBY'S
BREAD AND CAKE
lOOPER CENrl' PURI~
N. 314~ Aut~ Service
College Text Books
Second Hand and New
Lowdermilk & CO~l1anY
Howard Students can be
found at all times at
,SCQTT'SLUNCHROOM
Seventh and T Streets N. W.
JACKSON & WHIPPS
PERSCRIP'FION DRpGGISTS
Phone North 3141
Cor. 7th and Tea Streets, N. W.
WASHINGTON, U. C.
t5~~ Wibson<ro..lJnc.
Surgical Instruments and
Student Supplies
Microscopes arid Scientific
Instruments
917 G STREET. NORTHWEST
WASHINGTON. D. C.
Deal At
Brown's Corner
Men's Wear, Hats and
Shoes.
Cor. 7th' and T Streets; .Nortbwest
F. R. Hillyard
] euselerand Seientific Optician
Laveliers, Bracelets, Eagle and
Waterman's Fountain Pens
and Knives
Ten per cent discount to students
who show this card.
1827Seventh St., Northwest
Dulin and Martin Co.
R~Harris. &, Co,
Class and Fraternity Pins
+ Medals and Spe-cial Trophies of·every description
R. HARRIS and CO.
Cor. 7th and DSts.; N. W.
G. H,. Jervis'
Sanitary BarbeF. Shop
Hot and Gold 'fowels
China, Glassware, Silverware, Kitchen
Furnishing-s. Prizes,andT'rophies
for College Events.
Gift Objects in- 6:Feat Variety
China Pottery, Cut Glass, Lamps,
Silver, Art, Wares.
'ZlltF; 1214-11-18 G Street N. W.
Students Barber Shop
718Flor'ida Aveq.p~, Nor\fJ"'!'est
Washington, D. C.
You Can't Lose If You Patronize Our Advertisers.
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THE MAGNET University Book Store
I. DINOW lTZER, Prop.
Sand wiches Coffee
Ice Cream Pastries
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
2221 Georgia Ave., N. W
High Grade Stationery, Tex
books, New and Second-hand.
Prompt andEfficient Service
GO TO THE
«he Spurt mart, ~nc.Wm. Hahn & Co's
~~COLLEGE"
SHOES
FOR BASEBALL MATERIAL
GLOVES, BATS, SWEATERS
SHOES and MILITARY
EQUIPMENT.
Columbia Grafonolas and Records
905F Street, N.W .
Phone Main 7614 Washmgton, D.C
Howard Athletic Outfitters
on display at
UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
For Prompt and efficient service
visit theA RpTr-:~~bgRAPHY
I Student work Cordially I~viled-
SCURLOCK
UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
J. UPSHUR, Proprietor
900 You St. N. W. Washington, D. C: 2211 Georgia Ave. N. W. Wash.,D. C.
OUR FLORIST
:-flowe.rs ~~~H RARE This space is reserved for
you.
Jesse C. Powell
723 Florida Avenue, N. W.
For Purity and Wholesomeness
insist on
Ice Cream
Made in the most Scientific and Sant-tary
Ice Cream Plant in the World
Chapin-«Sacks Manufacturing Co.
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